Leased Area

Available

DOCK 72, Brooklyn Navy Yard
14TH FLOOR PLAN
Brooklyn, NY

365' - 0"

53' - 6"
89' - 2"
59' - 11"
27' - 9"
27' - 9"
27' - 8"
27' - 8"

Fl. 14
42,822 RSF
DOCK 72, Brooklyn Navy Yard

Fl. 15

38,931 RSF

2,790 SF
10th floor: Open plan test fit

SINGLE TENANT SCHEME

41,747 RSF
Floors 3-6: Open plan test fit

TWO TENANT SCHEME

32,808 RSF
TEST FIT

Floor 6, Suite A | Open plan test fit 4,074 RSF

For additional details, visit www.dock72.com
TEST FIT | Floor 6, Suite B | Open plan test fit 3,587 RSF

For additional details, visit www.dock72.com
TEST FIT

Floor 6, Suite C | Open plan test fit 8,682 RSF

For additional details, visit www.dock72.com
TEST FIT | Floor 6, Suite D | Open plan test fit 7,420 RSF

For additional details, visit www.dock72.com
TEST FIT  Floor 6, Suite E  |  Open plan test fit 4,262 RSF
TEST FIT: Floor 6, Suite F | Open plan test fit 4,657 RSF

For additional details, visit www.dock72.com